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Vegetable Gardening
A. E.

HUTCHINS

PROPER cultural attention, a garden of from one-half to threeWITH
quarters acre can be made to supply most of the fresh, canned,
frozen, stored, and dried vegetables required by a farm family of six.
By extending its size somewhat and including some small fruits, its
economic value can be increased still further.
Vegetables add zest, color, and interest to the typical American diet
of bread, meat, potatoes, and sweets. They bring rich sources of minerals
and vitamins which strengthen the food supply where it is weakest.
The quality of fresh home-grown vegetables cannot be duplicated on
any market. The annual family food supply is valued at $100 to $140
per person, and in a well-balanced food supply, the vegetables and fruits
represent one fourth of this or $25 to $35. If a penny saved is a penny
earned, then the average Minnesota farmer can earn at least $125 by
growing a garden.
SIZE AND LOCATION OF
GARDEN
The size and location of the town
garden are often fixed by the size and
arrangement of the gardener's lot. The
size of a large garden should be determined chiefly by the size of the family.
If plenty of land is available, the labor
can be cut down by making the rows
long and spacing them far enough
apart to allow for the use of horsedrawn implements.
The garden is often a spare-time
project, and much of the work is done
by the housewife. Many vegetables,
also, are best when used soon after
being gathered. For these reasons the
garden should be near the house. On
the farm it is often desirable to have a
small garden near the house containing
the crops necessary for table use during the growing season and a larger
one in the field for the production of
bulk crops for drying, canning, and
storage. The latter may be worked

into the regular farming operations:
A south or southeast slope is desirable since the soil in such locations
warms up earlier in the spring, allowing earlier planting and earlier crops.
This is particularly important with the
vine crops, with crops of which an
early supply is desired, and with a few
vegetables for which the growing season is barely long enough to mature
the crop.
The best soil is a deep, well-drained,
sandy loam, with a moisture-retentive
subsoil, but other soils with proper
treatment give good results. Wellfertilized sandy soils that are well supplied with organic matter promote
early production. Peat soils are well
adapted to the growing of potatoes and
most root and leaf crops, but not usually to the development of fruiting and
warm-season crops. Soil depressions
should be avoided since such places are
likely to be visited by late spring and
early fall frosts. Gardens should not
be near large trees.
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WHEN AND WHAT TO PLANT
Some vegetables should be planted
as soon as the soil can be worked in
the spring. Others are tender, and
their planting dates are governed
by the average dates of killing frosts.
Some vegetables do best in cool
weather; others do better in hot
weather. The classification, table 1,
pages 6-7, divides the vegetable crops
into groups according to the temperature and moisture conditions under
which they develop most satisfactorily,
and suggests varieties for each crop.
In selecting the crops and varieties
for the garden, adaptability should be
considered. In addition to the list given
here, note the varieties recommended
by local seed companies, and consult
the list recommended annually in the
Minnesota State Horticultural Society's
Folder A. Make inquiries among the
neighbors to determine what has given
them the best results. Consider the likes
and dislikes of the family, without excluding various nutl!itious vegetables.
A large number of different crops will
help to keep up the health of the family, make the menu appetizing and
attractive, and lessen drudgery for the
cook. Quality is important, also, but
depends to a large extent upon the
tastes of the individual and can be determined best by testing the bestadapted varieties in the garden.
In the farm garden, vegetables that
can be canned and stored should be
produced in quantities large enough to
provide most of the winter supply for
the family, in addition to those grown
for immediate consumption.
In the small garden, do not plant bulk
crops and crops which require wide
spacing. Vine crops and potatoes require a lot of space and can usually
be bought, at the proper time, to better
advantage than they could be grown
in such a garden. Include crops such
as lettuce, parsley, chives, spinach,
chard, peas, beans, and radishes which

grow quickly, require little space, and
are adapted to intensive culture. Tomatoes should be grown; also enough
beets, carrots, and onions for immediate use. A few plants of rhubarb, asparagus, horseradish, and the herbs
take up little room.

ARRANGEMENT OF CROPS
The arrangement of the various crops
in the garden is given in part in the
following outline. (See table 2.)
1. Make rows long and straight, particularly in the garden in which horse
cultivation is to be used.
2. Place tall plants so that they will
not shade sun-loving plants.
3. Place perennial crops together, at
one side of the garden.
4. Group plants according to maturity. The grouping of short-season crops
permits the area to be replanted easily
to other crops, facilitates seasonal rotation of crops, or will allow the planting
of a green manure crop every other
year, where organic material is deficient in the soil, after harvest of the
short-season crops.
5. Plan for a succession of each crop,
or, at least, for a large variety of crops,
throughout the season.
6. Do not crowd the plants more than
is necessary.

VEGETABLE PLANTING TABLE
The shortest distance between plants,
given in table 3, both in and between
the rows, is the least that should be
allowed. If horse cultivation is used,
the distance between the rows will depend also on the machinery used.
The amount of seed given is larger
than is absolutely necessary, to allow
for poor germination and other adverse
conditions.
Planting dates for the tender crops
are governed largely by the average
dates of the last spring and first fall
frosts that are severe enough to kill
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the plants. These will vary in different
sections and the planting dates must
be made to fit local conditions. With
the hardier crops, the date depends on
the time that the soil becomes tillable
in the spring. Thinning distance and
number of days to maturity from seed
vary with the different varieties.
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THE GARDEN PLAN
Long winter evenings provide an
ideal time for garden planning. It is
well to gather together your catalogs,
garden guides, and bulletins and to
take a pencil and ruler and draw a plan
on paper. This can be merely a rough

A SUGGESTED LARGE, LONG-ROW GARDEN PLAN
Row

......................................................................................... 16 Grapes on fence ......................................................................................... .
2 ............................................ ,.................................................. 50 Raspberries................................................................................................
3 ................................................................................................ 50 Raspberries................................................................................................
4 12 Currants ..............................................12 Gooseberries .................................. 14 Rhubarb plants...........................
5 50 Asparagus plants ................................................................................................... Perennial onions ............. Herbs
6 ............................................................................................. 100 Strawberries ............................................................................................
7 ............................................................................................ .100 Strawberries.............................................................................................
8 ..........................:.................................................................... Early potatoes...............................................................................................
9 .............................................................................................. Early potatoes...............................................................................................
10 Early sweet corn ............................... Medium sweet corn ......................... Late sweet corn...................................
11 Early sweet corn ................................ Medium sweet corn ........................Late sweet com ..................................
12 Early sweet corn ............................... Medium sweet corn ........................Late sweet corn...................................
13 Early sweet corn .............................. Medium sweet corn ....................... Late sweet corn ..................................
14 Radish then Tomatoes ................ Kohlrabi then Tomatoes ........ Lettuce then Tomatoes ..... .........
15 Spinach then Tomatoes ............... Garden cress then Tomatoes Mustard then Tomatoes..............
16 Early garden peas then Bush beans .................... Late garden peas then Rutabagas .....................
17 Medium garden peas then Bush beans ............. Late garden peas then Rutabagas ......................
18 ..................................................................... Bush beans followed by Fall greens ..............:...................................................
19 Early carrots then Fall turnips............................. Early beets then Kohlrabi. Winter radish ....
20 .................................................... .': .............................................Late carrots..................................................................................................
21 ...................................................... .'............................................... Late beets.................................................................................................... .
22 Onion sets for green onions ............................................ Onion seeds or sets for storage onions ..........
23 ................................................ Onion seeds, sets, or transplants for storage onions...............................................
24 Parsnips marked by Radish ............................................................................... Salsify marked by Radish........
25 Early cabbage ..... :............................... Medium cabbage ............................. Turnips then Late cabbage.....
26 ....................................................................................................... Late cabbage.........................................................................................
27 ................................................................................................ Bush Lima beans .....................................................................................
28 Edible soybeans .............................................................................................................New Zealand spinach..................
29 Peppers ........................................................Eggp!ants ................................................. Swiss chard ................... Parsley
30 ................................................................................................... Muskmelons......................................................................................
31 Summer squash......................................... Cucumbers............................................... ..................................
32 Watermelons............................................................................. Pie pumpkins .......... .................................... ............................
33 ................................................................................................Winter squash.............................................................
34-41 ................................................................ Late potatoes (8 rows, 3 feet apart) ..........................
...................................................................................................................................... ............................................................................

EXPLANATION
Garden size, !50 feet x 180 feet; ljz acre vegetables, 1/10 acre fruit and perennials. Rows ISO
feet long and spaced far enough apart so that
a large part of the cultivation can be done with
regular farm equipment. Numbers on right indicate distance between rows. Where there is
more than one crop in row, the place from where

B ft.
6 ft.
6ft.
6 ft.
6ft.
4ft.
6 ft.
3 ft.
6 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
6 ft.
6 ft.
6 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 fl.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
3 ft.
6 ft.
6 ft.
9 ft.
9 ft.
9ft.
3ft.

the name of one crop starts to where the next
one starts indicates the portion of the row that
should be occupied by that crop. If the vegetable
portion is to be rotated from year to year, it is
desirable that the fruit and perennial portion be
set up as a separate garden. A garden similar
to this should provide a family of six with most
of the fresh and preserved vegetables and fruits
needed.

Table I. Classification of Vegetables According to Their Seasonal Requirements, Together with
Varieties of Each Crop Suggested for the Home Garden•

COOL-SEASON CROPS
Crops that cannot endure hot weather but which reach edible maturity so
quickly that they can be planted in the open ground early enough to attain full
development before hot weather:
Celluce
Cress-Garden or Upland (Broad-leaved,
Pepper Grass)
Kohlrabi-Early White or Purple Vienna
Le:Uuce. Leaf-Grand Rapids or Black
Seeded Simpson
Le:Uuce. Cos-Paris White Cos
Mustard-Giant Southern Curled
Peas. EarLy-Little Marvelt, Thomas Laxtout, World's Recordt, Laxton's Progresst, Gradust, Laxtoniant
Peas. Late-Telephone, Giant Stridet, Aldermant, Everbearing

Radish. Summer-Scarlet Globe, Saxa,
Scarlet White Tip, White Icicle
Radish. Winterj:-Round Black Spanish,
China Rose, Mammoth White
Rutabaga:j:-American Purple Top, Neckless Purple Top, Canadian Gem, Laurentian
Spinach-Bioomsdalet, King of Denmarkt
Spinach. Mustard-Tendergreen Mustard
Spinach
Turnip-Early White Milant, Early Purple
Top Milan, Purple Top Strap-leaved

Crops that cannot endure high temperatures and that have so long a growing
season that they usually need to be started before planting in the garden and
transplanted in order to reach their edible stage during cool weather:
A. Crops maturing before the heat of summer
Cabbage. EarLy-Golden Acre, Copenhagen
Market, Early Jersey Wakefield
Cabbage. Midseason-Late Copenhagen, All
Seasons, Savoy
Cauliflower.
EarLy-Snowballt.
SuperSnowball
Lettuce. Butterhead-Big Boston, May
King
Le:Uuce. Crisphead-Cosberg, New York
No. 12, New York No. 515, Imperial 44

B. Crops making their principal growth during the cool weather of autumn
Broccoli-Italian Green Sproutingt or
Calabrese
Brussels Sprouts--Long Island Improvedt,
Perfection
Cabbage. Late-Danish Ballhead, Hollander, Mammoth Red Rock
Cabbage. Chinese-Chihli
Cauliflower. Late-Erfurt, Dry Weather,
Danish Giant
Celeriac-Large Turnip Rooted, Erfurt
Celery. SeLf-bLanching-Golden Self-blanching, Golden Plume, Cornell 19
Celery, Green-Utah 99, Golden Crisp,
Giant Pascal

Long-season vegetables requiring cool, moist conditions during early development but able to withstand heat and drouth after becoming well established:
Asparagus§-Mary or Martha Washingtont
Beet-Detroit Dark Redt, Early Wonder,
Crosby's Egyptiani', Early Bunching
Carrot-Chantenayt, Danvers Half Long,
Imperatort, Nantest, Red Cored Chantenay
Chard. Swiss-Giant Lucullust, Rhubarb
Chard
Chives§
Endive-Green Curled, Broad-leaved Batavian, Deep Heart Fringed
Garlic
Horseradish§-Maliner Kren, Any Variety
Kale-Dwarf Curled, Tall Curled
Leel<-American Flag, London Flag
Onion-Yellow Globe, White Globe, Red
Globe, Silverskin, Sweet Spanish or
Prizetaker (transplants in the North),
Ebenezer (sets), Yellow or White Bermudas (transplants)

Onion.
PerenniaL§-He-Ski-Ko,
White
Bunching, White Welsh
Parsley-Moss Curled, Evergreen
Parsnlps§-Hollow Crown, Improved Hollow Crown, Guernsey, Ideal
Potato. Extra EarLy-Red Warba, Warba;
EarLy-Cobbler;
Medium-Chippewa,
Pontiac; Late-sequoia, Sebago
Other Commonly Grown Varieties. EarLyTriumph, Mesaba, Early Ohio; Midseason-Kasota, Green Mountain; LateKatahdin, Rural New Yorker, Russet
Burbanl{
Rhubarb§-Canada Red, Rubyt, MacDonald
Crimsont
Salsify-Sandwich Island
Shallots
Spinach-New Zealand

VEGETABLE GARDENING
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Table !-Continued

WARM-SEASON CROPS
Crops having a short enough growth period to enable them to perfect their
products in temperate regions during warm weather and that can be sown in
the field:
Beans. String, Green--Tendergreent, Giant
Stringless Green Podt, Stringless Green
Podt, Plentiful
String, Yellow-Unrivalled Wax, Brittle
Waxt. Pencil Podt, Black Wax
String, Pole-Kentucky Wonder, Kentucky
Wonder Wax
Beans. Lima, Bush-Hendersont, Burpee
Irnprovedt, Fordhookt, Baby Potato
Lima, Pole-King of the Garden
Beans. Dry Shell--Brown Swedish, Michelite Navy, Robust Navy, Great Northern,
Zenith, Red Kidney
Beans. Soy, Edible-Giant Green, Bansei,
Agate
Corn. Pop-Minhybrid 250 (New Hybrid
Hulless), South American Yellow
Sweet, Early-Minhybrld 202t, Klngscrost
Hybrldt, Minhybrid 203t, Golden Bantarot, Early Golden Sweett, Hybrid 8
Row Blend
Midseason-Golden Cross Bantamt, Marcross Hybrid C6xl3, Iowana
Late-Stowell's Evergreent. Golden Giant
Evergreen, Country Gentlemant, Golden
Colonel
·

Cucumber. Slicing-Straight-S, Long Green,
Early Fortune, Davis Perfect, Black Diamond, Colorado
Pickling-Boston Pickling, Chicago Pickling, National Pickling, Snow's Prolific,
Mincu
Melons. Musk-Golden Osaget, Pride of
Wisconsin, Sugar Rockt, Bender's Surpriset, Golden Gophert, Hale's Best
Water-Northern Sweet, Fordhook Early,
Early Kansas, Improved Kleckley Sweet,
Winter Melon
Oltra-Dwarf Green, White Velvet, Mammoth Long Podded
Squash and Pumpkins
Cucurbita maxima (true squash)-Buttercup, Greengold, Kitchenette, Green Hubbard, Blue Hubbard, Delicious, New
Brighton Hubbard (Southern Minnesota),
Banana
Cucurbita pepo (true pumpkins)
Winter-Sugar Pie, Small Pie, Winter Luxury, Delicata (commonly called Sweet
Potato In this region), Table Queen,
Connecticut Field (stock)
Summer-Bush Scallop, Golden Summer
Stralghtneck, Yankee Hybrid, Cocozelle,
Vegetable Marrow, Zucchini

Crops requiring so long a growing season that they will mature little, if any,
crop in northern regions unless started under glass and then transplanted to the
field when conditions become favorable:
Eggplant. Early-New Hampshire Hybrid,
Minoval; Large-New York Spineless,
Black Beauty, New York Improved
Peppers. Early-Harris Earliest, Harris
Early Giant, Windsor A
Medium-Crimson Giant, World Beater,
Large Bell or Bull Nose
Late-California Wonder, Early Pimento
Tomato-Sunny brook
Cayenne (hot)-Small Red, Long Red,
Hungarian Yellow Hot
Potato. Sweet-Nancy Hall, Priestly, Porto
Rico

Tomato. Early-Red River, Victory, Bounty,
Firesteel, Sparks Earliana
Midseason-Break O'Day, Pritchard, John
Baer, Bonny Best, Stokesdale
Late-Marglobe, Rutgers, Ponderosa, Oxheart
Ye!Zow-Mingold, Jubilee, Golden Ponderosa
Sma!! Frttited-Red Plum, Red Cherry, Yellow Pear, Golden Husk Tomato

• System of classification adapted from "Productive Vegetable Growing" by J. W. Lloyd.
4th Ed., J. B. Lippincott, Philadelphia.
t Tested and found suitable for freezing.
:~ Usually best grown as a fall crop.
§Winter hardy.
Note: For disease-resistant varieties, see page 30.
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sketch, but it should show fairly accurately the crops, varieties, arrangement, spacing, and other things that
will facilitate operations in the spring.
Such a plan will save a lot of time,
energy, and worry at planting time and
will aid one in producing, with the
least effort, a garden that will make the
best use of the land.
Through the growing season, make
notations as to the results obtained and
any modifications that may suggest
themselves. If the plan and notes are
kept each year, the gardener can improve succeeding plans and add to his
store of information.

GROWING EARLY PLANTS
Certain vegetable crops in this region
should be started before the time of
field planting, because the growing season is not long enough to obtain satisfactory yields from them, because an
early crop is desirable, or because they
grow better in cool than in hot weather.
When the weather and soil conditions
become favorable, the plants are transplanted to the field. These plants may
be obtained in several ways.
If there is a local grower in the community who makes a business of growing such plants, it is usually best to
obtain them from him.
If there is no such dealer in one's
vicinity, some kind of a cooperative
agreement may be entered into, whereby one experienced individual will
grow plants for a whole neighborhood.
If neither of these methods is available, the gardener must grow his own.
If only a small number' of plants is
required, they may be started in a small
flat or window box. The box should
be 3 or 4 inches deep and of a size
which is convenient to handle. About
one inch of gravel or coarse material
should be placed in the bottom of the
box to insure drainage, the remainder
nearly filled with soil, the seed sown,
and the box placed in a warm place in

the light. When the plants are· from
one to two inches tall, they should be
transplanted into other boxes, about
two inches apart or into individual
containers. Old cans may be used.
If larger quantities of plants are required, some form of hotbed or coldframe is desirable. The permanent hotbed consists of the pit, manure, frame,
soil, and sash. In this type, the heating
material is put in a pit and covered by
a layer of soil, over which is placed the
frame and the sash. A temporary hotbed does not have any pit to hold the
heating material. In this type, the heating material is placed in a pile on the
ground, and on top of this the soil,
frame, and sash are placed, as in the
case of the permanent type.
A hotbed should be in an open, sunny
position on the south side of a windbreak, wall, or close board fence, and,
preferably, should slope to the south
or southwest. If possible, protection
should be provided on the western side
also.
Hotbeds are usually made up between
March 1 and April 1, depending on the
locality and the plants grown.
A well-drained piece of land should
be chosen. A pit about two feet deep
for holding the heating material should
be dug in the previous autumn. The
sides and ends of the pit should be
lined with 2-inch planks, or, if preferred, with brick or concrete. Some
pits are made exactly the same size as
the frame; some are made two feet
longer and wider than the frame so
that the heating material may project
one foot beyond the outside of the
frame.
A mixture of fresh horse manure,
two parts, and short straw or chaff,
one part, is one of the best combinations
for heating a hotbed. Manure from
grain-fed animals is preferred, as it is
likely to undergo more active fermentation. If the manure contains too much
straw, the generation of heat will be
too slow to give the desired tempera-
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FIG. 1. Permanent hotbed

ture. On the other hand, if there is
no straw in the manure, it will heat too
violently, and the heating period will
not last long. Place the manure in il
flat-topped pile, 4 or 5 feet deep. When
the pile has started to heat, turn it over.
In two days turn it back again. After
it has heated the second time, it is ready
for use.
Place the manure in the pit with a
fork, a layer at a time, and tramp each
layer firmly. Have the center of the
manure slightly higher than the outer
edges to allow for settling. Pour two
pails of hot water evenly over the surface, and, as soon as the manure begins
to heat again, cover it with about two
inches of straw. This helps to distribute the heat evenly. Ban~ the frame
with manure up to the top on the outside.
Make the north side at least 6 inches
higher than the south side. The average hotbed frame is slightly less than
6 feet wide, 18 to 20 inches high on one
side, 12 to 14 inches on the other side.
It inay be as long as desired, in units of
3 feet, as the sashes are 3 feet wide by
6 feet long. Use strong planks 2 inches
thick in constructing the frame. The
corners should be tight-fitting and
strongly fastened together by dovetailing or with spikes driven into a

2x4-inch corner piece. A two-sash
frame, 6x6 feet, will grow enough
plants for most farm homes.
Storm windows are sometimes used
in place of the regular hotbed sashes,
but they are not so satisfactory. If
these are used, the width of the frame
will have to be made to suit the length
of the window.
A rich loamy soil, mixed with about
one quarter of its bulk of sand, is very
satisfactory for hotbeds. This should
be prepared the previous autumn, and
placed where it will be easily accessible.
The soil should be from 5 to 6 inches
deep over the manure. When the soil
has been placed in the frames, the
sashes should be put on and the bed
allowed to heat. Very high temperatures will probably be produced during
the first two or three days. One should
have a metal thermometer to thrust
into the soil to determine the temperature. In a few days the temperature
will have dropped to between 80° and
goo F. The surface of the soil should
then be raked and leveled and any
weeds ·that have come up removed.
The bed is then ready for sowing.
After a hotbed is planted, it requires
careful, daily supervision to make sure
that it does not become too hot or too
cold. On bright, sunny days, the upper
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Table 2. Arranging Crops and Saving Space in the Vegetable Garden
Crops Occupying the Ground All of the Growing Season
Annual

Perennial
Asparagus
Chives
Horseradish
Onion, Perennial
Rhubarb

Beans, Pole, Snap
Beans, Pole, Lima
Chard, Swiss
Cucumbers
Eggplant
Muskmelon

Okra
Onions
Parsley
Parsnip
Peppers
Potatoes, Sweet
Potatoes, Irish Late

Crops Occupying Ground Part of Season May Be Followed
Beans, Bush
Carrots
Lettuce
Corn, Early
Mustard
Beets
Onions, Green
Cabbage
Kale
Cabbage, Chinese
Kohlrabi
Peas
Cauliflower

Beans, Bush
Beets
Cabbage
Cabbage, Chinese

Crops Which May Follow Others
Carrots
Lettuce
Mustard
Corn
Celery
Potatoes, Late
Kale
Radish

Pumpkins
Salsify
Squash, Winter
Spinach, New Zealand
Tomatoes
Watermelons
by Others
Potatoes, Early
Radish
Spinach
Turnip, Spring
Rutabaga, Spring

Rutabaga, Fall
Spinach
Turnips, Fall

Crops Which May Be Utilized in Interplantlng
Later, slower-growing, wider-spaced
Early, quick-maturing, narrow-spaced
Beans, Bush
Beets, Early
Carrots, Early
Lettuce
Mustard

Onions, Sets.
Peas, Early
Radish
Spinach

Broccoli
Brussels Sprouts
Corn
Cucumbers
Muskmelons
Cabbage

Pumpkins
Spinach, New Zealand
Tomatoes
Squash
Watermelons

Crops Which May Be Planted Together in the Same Row
Slower-germinating and maturing
Quick-germinating and maturing
Beets
Chard
Carrots
Leek
Spinach, New Zealand

Lettuce, Leaf
Mustard

Radish
Spinach

Asparagus
Chard

Cr?ps Which Can Be Cut More Than Once
Kale
Parsley
Mustard
Rhubarb

Asparagus
Chard

Spinach, New Zealand
Cress

Crops of Which Only a Few Plants Are Needed for Average Family
Parsley
Peppers
Herbs, Various
Horseradish
Rhubarb

Beans, Pole, Snap
Beans, Pole, Lima
Cucumber
Corn
Cucumbers
Eggplant

Parsley
Parsnips
Salsify
Onions, Seed

Crops Which Can Be Stal<ed or Trellised
Muskmelon
Pumpkins
Peas, Pole
Squash

Peppers
Muskmelon

Sun-Loving Plants
Squash
Pumpkins

Tomatoes
Watermelons

Tomatoes
Watermelons
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end of the sash should be raised slightly
to allow enough ventilation to keep the
temperature down to about 65 ° F. In
cold, cloudy weather, the sash should
be kept closed, and, if necessary, should
be covered with heavy blankets, mats,
or straw.
Coldframes, like hotbeds, are used
to lengthen the growing season of
plants. The general principles of their
construction are exactly the same in all
details as the hotbeds, except that no
heat is supplied and manure pits are
unnecessary.
Coldframes are used chiefly to start
vegetables or ornamental plants late in
the spring, in time for planting dir ctly
in the open garden, and to "harden
off" plants grown in hotbeds or greenhouses.
Many commercial growers are using
electricity, particularly in areas where
manure is scarce, to replace manure for
heating hotbeds.

Plants of tender, long-season crops
and of crops of which it is desirable
to have an early supply are commonly
started arly in the spring in sunny
windows or hotbeds so that they will
be well advanced when conditions becom favorable for field planting. Good
plants for transplanting should be short
and stock, hardy, and have a welldeveloped root system.
Sow the seed fairly shallow in a good
garden soil made light and friable by
the addition of leaf mold (decayed
leaves) and sand if necessary. A mixture composed of 3 parts of garden
loam, 2 parts of screened leaf mold or
peat, and one part of sand, put through
a one-fourth-inch screen, usually will
serve. Level and firm the soil well in
the flat or seed box. Make furrows
about 1f4 inch deep and llh inches to
2 inches apart, put five to ten seeds
per inch in the furrows, cover lightly
with soil, and firm the soil over them.

FIG. 2. Sowing and transplanting in flats
I. Sowing seed.
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2. Flat of cabbage ready for transplanting. 3. Transplanting with dibble.
4. Transplanted flat of cabbage. 5. Marking board.
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Water thoroughly but slowly to prevent
washing, and cover the seed boxes with
paper or glass until growth starts.
Tomatoes, peppers, eggplants, okra,
vine crops (if they are to be transplanted), and early celery give the best
results if kept, as nearly as possible,
at a temperature of 55o to 60° F. at
night and 75° F. during the day. Cabbage, broccoli, Brussels sprouts, cauliflower, kohlrabi, head lettuce, and
onions (where transplants are to be
used) require about 45° F. at night and
60° F. during the day.
As soon as the first leaves appear,
the seedlings should be transplanted
about two inches apart in other fiats.
This is all the transplanting required
for such crops as cabbage, broccoli,
Brussels sprouts, cauliflower, kohlrabi,
and celery, until they are put in the
field. Eggplants, peppers, and tomatoes should either be spaced 3 to 4
inches apart at this transplanting or be
transplanted again into pots or cans 3
to 4 inches in diameter or into the hotbed or coldframe 3 to 4 inches apart to
obtain the best results.
In the production of early plants of
the vine crops, beans, and other similar
vegetables, it is sometimes desirable to
start the plants in berry boxes or cans,
growing enough plants in each container for one hill in the field. These
crops are difficult to transplant by ordinary methods. When the soil bec9mes
warm and weather conditions are favorable, the contents of the containers
are transferred to the permanent field
location, with as little disturbance of
the soil about the roots as possible.

SEED FOR THE GARDEN
To be good, seed should be:
1. Clean-free from weed seed, dirt,
and other foreign matter.
2. Viable-capable of a high percentage of germination and of the production of vigorous seedlings. Much
of the seed put out by the best seed

companies, at the present time, is tested
and labeled with the per cent germination.
3. Free from disease. Certain diseases are seed-borne, and one should
obtain seed which has been treated for
such diseases, where treatment is possible, or else be able to treat it oneself
before planting.
4. True to name. Most varieties put
out by the better seed companies are
fairly· true to name or type. However,
there is some variation, and only by
growing the plants can one determine
whether there is enough variation to
make it desirable to obtain the seed
from some other source for the next
planting.
Seed should be ordered early. New
catalogs are usually available in January. Buy only seed that has been put
out by reliable seed companies. It is
usually best to obtain seed sold by
companies located in the general region
of the grower, unless one knows that
some company makes a specialty of a
particular vegetable or that some desirable variety, not handled by local
concerns, is adapted to the region, or
unless one desires to experiment with
new varieties or novelties.
It is poor economy to buy seed merely
because it is cheap. The seed necessary
for the garden is a small item in the
total expense, and good seed gives much
better results. Poor seed is really the
most expensive in the long run.
Seed in small packets, handled ·by
the local stores, if put out by the better
companies, is just as good as bulk seed
but is usually more expensive. A
greater selection of varieties can often
be made by ordering through the catalogs.
Seed of crops that are self-fertilized, such as beans, Lima beans, peas,
lettuce, tomatoes, and eggplants, do
not cross to any great extent and can
be saved by the gardener with a fair
degree of success. Cross-pollinated
vegetables, such as vine crops, mem-
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bers of the cabbage family, members
of the onion family, beets, ·spinach,
radish, carrots, celery, and parsnips,
must be isolated a considerable distance
from other varieties of the same crops,
or varietal crosses are likely to spoil
the variety completely.

PREPARATION OF THE SOIL
A sandy loam that is fertile, well
drained but retentive of moisture, and
well supplied with organic matter is
best, but most soil types will produce
a good crop if given proper cultural
attention.
Heavy soils and sod lands should be
plowed or spaded in the fall. Light
soils need not be plowed until spring.
Turn the soil over to a depth of from
6 to 9 inches. If it is plowed in the
fall, leave the soil in a rough condition
until spring. Manure at the rate of
10 to 20 tons per acre or 3 to 4 bushels
per 100 square feet (10 feet x 10 feet)
should usually be applied before plowing. If the manure is applied on plowed
land, it should be well rotted and disked
into the soil before the seed is planted.
Where manure is scarce or very expensive, commercial fertilizers may be
used, either to supplement manure or
to take its place entirely. If no manure
is used, organic matter must be added
eventually in some other form, such as
green manures.
The composition of mixed fertilizers
is expressed by such formulas as 4-10-6,
0-9-27, etc. The first figure stands for
the percentage of nitrogen, the second
for the percentage of available phosphate (expressed as phosphoric acid),
and the third for potash. Thus an
0-9-27 fertilizer contains no nitrogen,
9 per cent phosphate, and 27 per cent
potash. A 4-10-6 mixture, applied at
the rate of 400 pounds per acre, will
usually give good results on mineral
soil if there is enough humus.
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For the home garden the following
rates of application of a 4-12-4 commercial fertilizer per 100 feet of row
are recommended:
Sweet corn-1.5 to 2.0 pounds
Potatoes-3.5 to 6.0 pounds
Cabbage-3.5 to 5.0 pounds
Other vegetables-2.0 to 3.5 pounds
On peat, 400 pounds of an 0-9-27 for
root crops and potatoes, or 500-1,000
pounds of a 3-9-18 mixture for most
other vegetables, is generally recommended.
Where large quantities of fertilizer
are used, it is usually broadcast over
the entire area after plowing and is
harrowed in to mix it with the soil.
For smaller applications, it is often applied in or beside the hill or row.
Applying in bands 2 to 4 inches from,
and 1 to 11/z inches below, the seed at
planting time utilizes the fertilizer efficiently. Care should be taken to mix
the fertilizer thoroughly with the soil
to keep it from direct contact with the
seed or plants. Direct contact may result in retardation of germination, injury to the seedlings, and poor stand.
Top dressing after the plants are up
often aids in hastening growth and
maturity. 1
Do not work the soil in the spring
when it is too wet. Soil which forms a
compact muddy mass when compressed
in the hand and does not crumble readily when released often becomes lumpy,
hard, and compact when worked, and
loses much of its potential productivity.
This is especially true of heavier soils.
A deep, smooth, thoroughly pulverized seedbed is very important. Seeds
planted in coarse lumpy ground are apt
to be unevenly covered and so germinate poorly and often do not grow well
after germination. In smaller gardens,
a satisfactory seedbed can be prepared
with the garden rake. Where larger
implements can be used, the ground
should be thoroughly disked, and then

1
For additional information on recommended rates and fertilizers available for 1944 see
Extension Pamphlet 118 Revised, "Commercial Fertilizers for Minnesota In 1943-44."

Table 3-Veqetable Planlinq Table
(Latitude of St. Paul)

Per 100-foot row
Crop
Seed
to
plant
Asparagus Plants -------------- ·-------------Beans, Bush ___________________________ %lb.
Beans, Bush Lima ... _________ %lb.
Beans, Pole ___________________________ %lb.
Beans, Soy, Edible_______________ % lb.
Beets ·------·-···········--- ······-·--·······-···· ~~ oz.
Broccoli*--------------------------------- 1 pkt.
Brussels Sprouts• _______________ 1 pkt.
Cabbage, Early* ____________________ 1 pkt.
Cabbage, Late•-------------------- 1 pkt.
Cabbage, Chinese• ------------- 1 pkt.
Carrots·--···-~-------·--- ~2 oz.
Cauliflower• --------------------- 1 pkt.

Celeriac• -------------------------------- 1 pkt.
Celery*------------------------------------- 1 pkt.
Chard, Swiss------------------------------% oz.
Corn, Sweet ______________________________ % lb.
Cucumber_______________________________ % oz.
Eggplant•-------------------------------- 1 pkt.
Endive*-------------------------------- 1 pkt.
Horseradish Roots ............... ---------------Kale---·--·-----··--·-··---·---·-------··----- ~'4, oz.

Kohlrabi!--------------------------------% oz.

Leek-.......................................... ......... ~2 oz.
Lettuce, LeaL __ ---------------------% oz.

Distance apart in inches

Number
plants
thinned
or
transplanted

Horse
cultivated
rows

Hand
cultivated
rows

Plants
in the
row

50-66
300-400
150-200
35:j:
300
300-400
50
50-66
66
40-50
66-100
400-600
50-66
200
150-300
150-200
33-66:j:
20-25:j:
33-50
100
66-100
50-100
100-200
150-300
150-300

36-48
30-36
30-36
36-48
36-48
24-36
36
36
24-36
36-42
24-30
24-30
36-42
30-36
36-48
24-36
36-42
48-60
30-36
24-30
30-36
24-30
24-30
24-30
24-30

36-48
18-24
18-30
36
36
12-18
24-30
24-30
24-30
24-30
12-18
12-18
24-30
18-24
18-24
18-24
24-30
36-60
24-30
18
24-30
18-24
18-24
12-18
12-18

24-36
3-4
6-8
36-48
4
3-4
24
18-24
18
24-30
12-18
2-3
18-24
6
4-8
6-8
18-36
48-72
24-36
8-12
12-18
12-24
6-12
4-8
4-8

Depth to plant
in inches

Approximate planting date
In the
open
field
(seed)

Field Under
glass

§

6-9
1-1%
1-2
1-2
1-2
1
···-··--·

-----··········

----~~
~~
~4

····;~

;4
;~
;~

----

%,

;~

~4

~2

......

............
............
............

%,

1
1-2
1-2

----

~~
~~

-

---·

%~
~~

~~-1

%,

............
;~

--......

;~

~~

1

......

;~

~~

In the
seed-box,
hotbed,
or greenhouse
(seed)

Transplant
to
the
field

-------·
May 15§

..............................

Mayl5
May15
May15
A_pril15-July 111

···---------··········-·

April15
····-··········-············
·····-···-·-···-··--

-················--------·

·----·--·-··-··········-

-············--···March!
-----------··
March!
·····-·-·······-···········
March 1
····--·-··--May 1 (or seed bed) - - - - Junel
------····-·--·
April15ll .............- ..............
March 1
..-------·-·--·
.. ....................- ...
March 1
.............................
Feb. 15
Mayl
-·----________ ......... ....
Mayl
..............................
May15
..............................
March 15
April15
·-----·----·-

-----·····-·-·--·-·
Aprill5
Aprill5
April15
June1
Julyl
...................... ..._
April15
May15
May15

-----

-

_

...........................

_

Aprill5-July 1511
April15-August 11\
Aprill5
April15ll

-----..................- .........

March 15

·----·---

------·--····

···-··-····--·---·-·····

_

________..

-----······----·-·-·

June1

-----April15
·------------·-···"
April15

------------·
--··-·-------·

Ready
for
use,
days
from
seed

n

2-3(yrs.)
50-70
60-80
50-80
70-100
60-100
112-130
90-120
90-120
90-130
70-80
60-100
100-130
100-130
110-140
55-100
65-100
60-100
120-170
70-100
1-2(yrs.)
90-100
60-80
80-120
40-50

Approximate
length
of
seed
viability.
years

Yield
per
100
foot
row
~

70-81lb.
2-3 bu.
20-30 lb.
2-3 bu.
20-30 lb.
2-3 bu.
36 bunches
20-30 qt.
55-66 head
45-50 head
60-80 head
2-3 bu.
35-50 head
3-4 bu.
175-200 pl.
150-200 lb.
125-200 ears
3-4 bu.
50-70 fruits
90-140 pl.
......
70 lb.
3-6 bu.
4
2-3bu.
4
1-2 150-300 pl.
40-50 lb.
5
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
4
3
3
4
2
5
5
3

Table 3-Continued
(Latitude of St. Paul)

Per 100-foot row
Crop

Seed
to
plant

Lettuce, Head* ....................... 1 pkt.
Muskmelon................................ %. oz.
Onion, Seed............ --·············-·---~2 oz.

Onion Sets ..................................... 2 qt.
Onion Transplants ............-~!, oz.
Parsley.......................................... 1 pkt.
Parsnips.---··---······-·---··---~2 oz.
Peas............_..................................-... 1 lb.
Peppers•......................................... 1 pkt.
Potato, Irish .............................. 8-10 lb.
Potato, Sweet (Plants) ... _...............
Pumpkin ......................................... ',':. oz.
Radish, Summer..................... % oz.
Rhubarb Plants ..................... __............
Rutabaga ....................................... 1,(, oz.
Salsify ............................................. % oz.
Spinach ........................................... % oz.
Spinach, New Zealand ... % oz.
Squash, Summer........... __ ',':. oz.
Squash, Winter..............--% oz.
Tomatoes*.................. ..... ............ 1 pkt.

Turnips ............................... ............. ~~ oz.
Watermelon ............................. % oz.

Depth to plant
Distance apart in inches
in inches

Number
plants
thinned
or
transplanted

Horse
cultivated
rows

Hand
cultivated
rows

Plants
in the
row

100
20:):
400-600
400-600
400
200-400
200-400
400-600
50-66
66-100:!:
65-75:1:
11-14:1:
800-1200
33
150-200
400-600
300-400
66-100
25-33:1:
15-20:!:
25-35
300-400
ll-14:j:

24-30
48-60
24-30
24-30
24-36
24-30
30-36
30-36
30-36
30-36
36-48
96-144
24-36
36-60
30-36
30-36
30-36
30-36
36-48
84-108
36-60
24-36
96-144

18-24
48-60
12-18
12-18
12-18
12-18
18-24
24
18-24
24-30
36-48
96-144
12-18
36-60
18-24
18-24
12-18
30-36
36-48
84-108
36-48
18-24
96-144

12
60-72
2-3
2-3
3-4
3-6
3-6
2-3
···············
12-18
12-18
84-108

Field Under
glass

Approximate planting date
In the
open
field
(seed)

f

1-1;~

36-60
6-8
2-3
3-4
12-18
36-48
84
36-48
3-4
84-108

-1-2
~2-1

2-3

~~

;!;,

·--

......

-~~

~~
~'s

;2-1

·-·

1-2
;~

-~~

4-6
3-4
1-2

......

~2-1

......
......

2-3

;'2-1
~~-1

1
1
1-2
1-2
1,~-;2

1-2

-~~

--......
......
......
~2
~~
~~

--~~

-----

May15
April15
-········· . ········-·······

--·-·--·

April15
April15
April15IJ

-------····--·

April15-J'une 1
-····---··-···········
May15
April1511

....- ......................
April15-J'uly 111
Apri115
April15IJ
May1
May15
May15

.-..-·-·-----·

April 15-J'uly Ill
May 15

In the
seed-box,
hotbed,
or greenhouse
(seed)

Transplant
to
the
field

Ready
for
use,
days
from
seed

lT

April15
100-150
J'une1
100-140
Apri115
120-150
April15
50-100
April15
130-180
Feb.1
May15
March15
90-120
············-··--········ 125-160
···················-·····
... 60-100
·----·--·--·
J'une1
100-160
March15
·············-···············
--·--············-· 80-150
Apr. 15(roots) J'une1
140-150
--··-··-·-··-······- 85-120
--··-----..................
..............
..... 30-65
1-2(yrs.)
April15
..............................
..
70-110
........
...... ........ ....
120-180
........................
......... ...........
45-70
--·-·-·-···
.... ,.______ 60-150
..............................
.........................._,
60-80
.......
....... 120-140
, .........- .........
120-160
J'une1
March 15
.................. .........
60-80
..............................
.............................. 100-140
.............................
March 1
Apri120
Feb.1

·-·········-···--······~-

---~·-·--··

_._

--

_--

_ _._

-·----__

--

___ ___

- __

___

_____
_

Approximate
length
of
seed
viability,
years

Yield
per
100
foot
row

l!

5
50-75 pl.
5
50-75 fruits
1-2
1-2 bu.
......
2-3 bu.
1-2
2-3 bu.
1
2-3 bu.
1
3-4 bu.
2
1-2 bu.
2
150-250 fruits
1-2 bu.
-····
......
75-100 lb.
4
50-75 fruits
4
75-100 bunches
150-200 lb.
4
2-3bu.
1
100-150 lb.
4
2-3 bu.
4
5-6 bu.
150-200 fruits
4
4
50-100 fruits
6-8 bu.
5
4
2-3 bu.
5
40-60 fruits

--

• Transplanted in this region. t Early crop often transplanted. Late crop sown in the field. t Grown in hills. § Use suggested spacings, except that beets,
carrots, onions, rutabagas, and turnips may be given narrower spacing at first thinning and later thinnings utilized for table use. II Crops which may be used
in succession planting or which may be used as both spring and fall crops. UApproximate. Varies widely with variety and growing conditions.
Pkt.-packet.
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harrowed and dragged. A plank drag
or a meeker harrow is an ideal tool for
final leveling and smoothing touches to
the seedbed just before planting.

Improving Garden Soils
The texture and drainage of heavy
clay soils can often be improved in the
small garden by the addition of a few
loads of sand or sifted ashes. Coal
ashes have little or no fertilizer value;
hard wood ashes have some potash and
a little lime and have a small fertilizer
value. However, only small quantities
should be applied to the garden plot,
and they should be thoroughly pulverized and worked into the soil. Surface
ditches may be used to carry off excess
water. In some cases, tile drains may
be necessary.
Mineral soils should be rich in organic matter. This improves aeration
and drainage, makes the soil mellower
or more friable, aids in water retention,
adds some fertility, and promotes the
growth of soil organisms. It may be
added in the form of stable manure,
straw, artificial manure, decayed leaves,
or green manures. Peat is also being
used to a limited extent for this purpose.

COMPOST
In the home garden, however, the
compost pile often is the best source of
supply. Almost every homeowner has
considerable amounts of dead leaves,
straw, lawn clippings, and disease-free
waste material from the garden which
will furnish the organic matter for the
compost pile. As this material collects,
pile it in a hidden corner instead of
burning Jt. Make a layer about one foot
.thick and tramp it down well. For each
6x10 feet of top area, sprinkle with 1
pound of superphosphate and 2 pounds
of any available nitrogenous material,
and soak down thoroughly with water.
If available, 1 to 6 inches of garden soil
on top of this will aid in holding the

material in place and in preventing
odors. Then repeat the process, adding
successive layers in the same way as
the material becomes available until
the pile has reached the desired size.
The completed pile should be straight
sided and slightly concave on top. Keep
the pile soaked throughout the season.
Decomposition should take place in
two or three months. This compost will
furnish a good supply of organic matter
for the garden as well as a fairly good
fertilizer. Mix well before using.
Where animal manure is scarce,
green manure. may be substituted to
some extent. Where plenty of space is
available, it is a good practice to rotate
the garden every few years with a
green manure crop such as clover,
alfalfa, or sweet clover. Where space
is limited, cowpeas or soybeans may be
sown, following the early vegetables,
and plowed under the same fall. Rye
can be sown late in the fall and will
make enough early growth in the spring
to produce a considerable amount of
organic matter by planting· time.
Lime-in the form of ground limestone, usually-improves the texture
of certain heavy soils, and aids in correcting soil acidity and in the development of beneficial soil organisms. But
it should be used wisely, for many
vegetables make their best growth on
slightly acid soils. It should not be applied immediately before planting potatoes, as scab is apt to be much worse
on limed soils. The lime should be applied preceding legumes as they do
best in a well-limed soil. Where needed,
it should be spread evenly and well
worked into the soil before planting.
Apply at the rate of 7.5 to 10 pounds
of ground limestone, 5.0 to 7.5 pounds
of hydrated lime, or about 1 peck of
marl to each 100 square feet (10 feet
x 10 feet) of garden area.
Soils may be tested for liming needs
at your County Agent's office or at the
Division of Soils, University Farm, St.
Paul 8, Minnesota.
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Irrigation and Mulching
Most vegetables, particularly the
leafy ones, require considerable water
to reach the best size and quality.
During times of drouth, therefore, irrigation will help a great deal, where
possible. The plants are the best indicators as to the time to irrigate. When
plants stop growing during dry periods, or when they begin to wilt, it
is time to apply water.
The soil should be thoroughly soaked
to a depth of several inches at each
application, and one or two applications a week should be made until rain
comes. Less water will be required if
it is put on in the morning, late afternoon, or evening. Shallow-rooted crops
require watering oftener than deeprooted crops.
Water from any available source
may be used, and it may be applied
as an overhead spray, a slow stream
run through furrows between the rows,
or supplied directly to the individual
plants by a hose, bucket, or sprinkling
can. For overhead spraying with a
garden hose, better results can be had
with a lawn-sprinkler attachment of the
rotating, oscillating, or fine-spray type
than with the nozzle. In large gardens,
overhead iron pipes having small spray
nozzles at regular intervals give good
results, but are expensive to buy and
require high pressure. Recently a
porous canvas hose has been developed
that appears well adapted to irrigation
of the home garden. When water is
run between the rows, a slight ridging
of the rows is helpful. When plants are
watered individually by hand, it helps
to hollow the ground slightly around
the plants.
Mulches are often used to control
weeds and save moisture. Strawy manure and peat add fertility and help
conserve moisture, but are often packed
with weed seeds. Leaves and lawn
clippings also aid in moisture conservation. If not applied too heavily, these

FIG. 3. Irrigation with a porous canvas hose
Light-colored areas on hose are composed of
drops of water oozing from the hose.

materials should be worked into the
soil after the crop is harvested, to add
organic matter and improve soil tilth.
Black asphalt paper controls weeds and
has a tendency to promote yield and
earliness, but trials at University Farm
indicate that its beneficial effects usually do not pay for the additional cost.

SOWING AND TRANSPLANTING
IN THE FIELD
Sow seed in straight rows in a
thoroughly prepared seedbed as soon as
possible after its preparation. Sow seed
thick enough to assure a good stand, but
do not allow plants to become overcrowded in the row. Small seed should
be planted shallower than large seed.
A rule often followed is to plant at a
depth of three to four times the diameter of the seed. Seed should also be
planted shallower in heavy moist soils
than in sandy or lighter ones. It is well
to firm the soil to some extent over the
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seed, providing the soil is not too wet.
Do not sow the seed in ground that is
very wet or extremely dry.
In dry weather, it is often advisable
to plant the seeds a little deeper than
usual, to get them into moist soil. This
is particularly true of larger seeds
such as those of the vine crops, beans,
peas, corn, etc. Trenching below the
dry surface soil and planting the seed
at the bottom of the trench aids in
germination. Plant as soon as the
trench is opened, and cover the seeds
at the bottom of the trench with soil
to the depth you would plant them
under ordinary conditions.
Tomatoes, cabbage, and related crops,
peppers, eggplants, celery, cauliflower,
and head lettuce are usually transplanted in Minnesota and present no
very great difficulty. Onions are also ·
easily transplanted. Melons, cucumbers, squash, and beans are sometimes
transplanted, but require special treatment for success. Enough seeds for a
hill are planted in pots, berry baskets,
or inverted squares of sod, allowed to
grow about four weeks, and then transplanted to the field with as little disturbance of the root systems as possible. Sweet corn is sometimes handled
in the same manner. The following
precautions should be taken in transplanting.
1. Transplant in cool cloudy weather
or in the afternoon, if practical.
2. Harden the plants to some extent
by exposing to outdoor conditions during the day, in good weather, for several days before transplanting, or by
decreasing the amount of water given
them to the minimum necessary to keep
them from wilting.
3. Water plants well before disturbing.
4. If possible, keep a ball of dirt
about the roots or dip them in muddy
water until the plants are set in the
field. Do not allow them to dry out.
Injure the root system as little as
possible.

5. Water soil before and after setting the plant. If soil is very dry, the
hole should be partly filled with water
before setting the plant.
6. Pack the soil firmly around the
roots after setting.
7. If possible, shade the plants from
the direct rays of the sun for a few days
after transplanting, to give them a
quicker and better start.
8. In hot dry weather, remove a part
of the foliage to avoid excessive moisture loss.
9. Treat for cutworms as described in
section on insect control.

THINNING AND CULTIVATION
Crowding tends to make plants
weak, spindly, and poorly developed.
In thinning, discard the weak plants.
Thin to a uniform stand as soon as
there is reasonable assurance that the
plants that are left will not be killed
by unfavorable weather conditions or
by insects and diseases. For thinning
distances, consult the planting table on
pages 14 and 15.
In the home garden, particularly, a
careful thinning enables one to obtain
onions, carrots, and beets from the removed plants for table use for several
weeks and still leaves the plants
thinned to the proper distance for their
growth for storage.
Cultivation is mainly for the destruction of weeds which compete with the
vegetable plants for moisture, soil nutrients, light, and air. Incidentally, a
soil mulch is maintained, the soil is
better aerated, and the growth of beneficial soil organisms is promoted.
Cultivate early. See that the seedbed
is free from growing weeds before
planting. Stirring the soil surface
thoroughly with the garden rake does
as much to eliminate weeds when they
are small as does more costly cultivation later on. Frequent, shallow cultivation, when the weeds are young, kills
the weeds and produces a minimum
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amount of injury on the tender root
systems of the vegetables. Cultivating
or stirring the soil after each rain puts
the ground in shape to receive the next
rain and prevents. baking and cracking.
Do not cultivate heavy soils when they
are so wet as to be sticky. If a crust
forms over the soil surface before the
seedlings come up, it may be advisable
to break it by cultivating the surface
lightly with a rake to permit the seedlings to emerge.
Cultivation in a garden of 1,000
square feet or less can be done easily
with a garden rake and hoe. For gardens of 1,000 to 10,000 square feet,
the wheel hoe is very desirable. For
larger gardens, a one-horse cultivator
equipped with small shovels to prevent
excessive ridging is very satisfactory.
Garden tractors with cultivator attachments are used to a considerable extent
where horse power is not available.
The large farm garden should be so
arranged that the regular farm equipment can be used as much as possible
to save time and labor.

HARVESTING
Some vegetables should be harvested
long before maturity, others a short
time before maturity, and others when
they are fully matured. Quality is an
important characteristic.
Crops such as peas, string beans,
Lima beans, sweet corn, broccoli, asparagus, and cauliflower deteriorate
rapidly, if not harvested soon after
reaching edible maturity. Peas and
Lima beans should be harvested as
soon as the pods are well filled. String
beans should be harvested before the
strings become tough. Sweet corn has
the highest quality as soon as the kernels are fully filled out. Broccoli should
be used before any of the flowers open.
Cauliflower "curds" should be smooth,
white, compact, and 4 to 7 inches in
diameter when harvested. Asparagus
should be gathered when the shoots are
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8 to 10 inches long, before the tough
fibers develop.
Root crops should be gathered when
they are of moderate size. When too
old, they become woody and sometimes
of poor flavor. Potatoes may be harvested for immediate use any time after
they have reached a fair size, but if
they are to be stored they should be
allowed to mature fully, as shown by
the death of the vines.
Green onions, rhubarb, kohlrabi,
parsley, leaf lettuce, cress, spinach,
New Zealand spinach, chard, kale,
mustard, and collards may be harvested as soon as the edible parts reach
a fair size. Many of these, if allowed
to mature more fully, go to seed and
become of little edible value.
Onions for storage should be fully
mature. Maturity is indicated by a
breaking over of the leaves just above
the bulb. Head lettuce, cabbage, and
Brussels sprouts should be harvested
when the heads become firm and compact. Tomatoes and eggplants are best
when the fruits have reached a uniform
color, red or yellow in tomatoes, purple
in eggplants.
Cucumbers for pickles may be harvested at any time, according to the
kind of pickles to be made. For slicing
they should be gathered just before
the seeds begin to get hard. Peppers
may be picked at any time depending
upon the use to be made of them.
Summer squash should be used when
immature. Winter squash and pumpkins should be allowed to mature fully
on the vine. Muskmelons are ready for
use when they can be separated easily
from the vine.
Cabbage and celery will stand light
frosts, but should be harvested before
severe weather sets in. Kale is better
after it has been touched by frost.
Parsnips and salsify may be left in the
ground all winter and used in the
spring. Peas, beans, or Lima beans
that mature on the vines may be stored
and used in the winter.
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are for storage and some for immediate
consumption. An early-maturing vaThe storage of vegetables is quicker, riety should be planted later than a
cheaper, and easier than canning or late-maturing one. The shorter the
drying, when possible, and is the only growing season, the earlier the planting
method of keeping certain vegetables should be made. The more favorable
not adapted to canning or drying. But the· growing conditions, such as moisstoring must be done properly.
ture, temperature, soil fertility, etc., the
Vegetables should be at the proper later one can plant.
stage of development at the time of
Information on the preservation of
storage to give the best results. They . garden products and storage of vegeshould reach maturity as late in the tables may be obtained from the county
season as possible and yet should avoid agricultural agent or by writing to the
injury by cold weather. This necessi- bulletin room, University Farm, St.
tates planting at different dates if some Paul 8. See list below.

VEGETABLES FOR WINTER USE

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The following Extension publications can be obtained from the Bulletin
Room, University Farm, St. Paul 8, Minnesota, or from the local county
agricultural agent.

Home Vegetable Storage............................................................................................... ..
Home Canning...................... :..................................................................................................... ..
Freezing Fruits and Vegetables.............................................................................. .
Drying Foods a:t Home....................................................................................................... .
Growing Po±a±oes in ±he Home Garden ........................................................ .
La±e Bligh± of Po±a±oes.................................................................................................. ..
Commercial Fertilizers for Minnesota in 1943-44................... .
Improving Vic±ory Garden Fertility.................... .
Growing Raspberries for Home Use ...... .
Growing Strawberries in Minnesota................................................................ .
Growing Grapes in Minnesota................................................................................ .
Fruit Varieties for Minnesota....................................................................................
Controlling Home Orchard Pests............................................................................
Growing Currants and Gooseberries................................................................

Bulletin 226
Folder 100
Folder Ill
Pamphlet 102
Folder 125
Folder 116
Pamphlet 118
Pamphlet 132
Bulletin 206
Bulletin 72
Folder 124
Bulletin 224
Bulletin 243
Folder 123

VEGETABLE GARDENING

TTACK the insects early! Destroy
them before they destroy the
plants! Insects not only cause a great
loss by the mechanical destruction of
plant parts, but they are often carriers
of diseases that may cause greater injury than the insects themselves. The
control of insects and diseases is just
as essential to efficient vegetable production as any other cultural operation.
Insects may be divided into two
classes according to the way they feed.
1. Insects that suck the juices from
the plant tissues. Some of the more important of these, from a vegetable
grower's point of view, are aphids (plant
lice), thrips, leafhoppers, and the
squash bug. They are controlled by
the use of contact poisons such as nicotine sulfate, pyrethrum extracts, miscible oils, or derris.
2. Chewing or biting insects. These
must be controlled, although not all can
be destroyed, with stomach poisons,
such as calcium arsenate, lead arsenate,
or Paris green. Derris is also a stomach
poison. Among the more important of
these vegetable pests are the cabbage
worm, cucumber beetle, asparagus beetle, cabbage maggot, cutworm, Colorado
beetle (potato bug), white grub, cornear worm, and tomato worm.
Arsenical poisons and nicotine extracts are poisonous to man as well as
insects. For this reason, pyrethrum and
derris compounds, which are relatively
nonpoisonous to man or birds, should
be used on plants on which the poison
comes in contact with an edible part
that is not removed before eating.
These include the leafy crops, tomatoes
eaten without peeling, snap beans,
sugar peas, beets used for greens, and
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other crops of a like nature. Greens
and salad crops should never be treated
with arsenicals or nicotine extracts (except free nicotine) in the home garden.
Crops of which the fruit is the edible
part may, for the sake of economy in
spraying, be treated with these poisons
until the fruiting parts form. After
the fruits form, the insecticides nonpoisonous to man should be used.
The various poisons are applied
either as dusts or sprays, and the plants
should be well covered. Use arsenical
and copper-sulfate dusts during calm
weather, if possible, and when the dew
is on the plants. Nicotine dusts, when
used alone, should be applied during
the heat of the day. Sulfur dusts
should be applied when the plant is dry.

CULTURAL PRACTICES HELP
In addition to the use of insecticides,
good cultural practices will do much to
aid in insect and disease control. Frequent cultivation, elimination of weeds,
and plenty of water and fertility tend
to produce strong, rapidly growing
plants that are more resistant to insects
and diseases than weaker plants. Fall
plowing causes the destruction of many
larvae and eggs.
When a crop is harvested, remove
the debris and burn, especially if destructive insects or diseases have been
present dUTing the growing season.
This destroys many insects, larvae, and
eggs, and also materials which provide
a favorable breeding, hiding, and overwintering place for them. Crop rotation and the changing of the location
of the garden, where it is possible, also
aid in the control.

• Prepared with the aid and criticism of the Division of Entomology and Economic Zoology,
University of Minnesota.
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APHIDS

Aphids (plant lice ) multiply rapidly in
warm weather and a tta ck most vegetable
crops to some extent. They are particularly
bad on cabbage a nd related crops and on
peas. Infes ted plants should be trea ted just
as soon as they appear.
1. Spray thorou ghly with a solution of 1
gallon of water, 1',~ teaspoons of 40 per cent
nicotine sulfate, and 1 ounce of soap, just as
soon as the insec ts appear and about every
seven to len days thereafter .
2. Dusting with a mixture containing 5 per
cen t nicotine sulfate is sometimes used. It
should be done in the heat of the day.
3. Use rotenone or pyrethrum dust or spray,
espec ia ll y on broccoli, cauliflower, and cabba ge.
4. Destroy all refuse In the fall .

ASPARAGUS BEETLES
Asparagus beetles injure the edible product
by eating holes or by d epositing eggs on the
spear~ . and by defoliating the older plants.
K ep in g the bed clean during the cutting season avoids the injury to a considerable extent. Cutting beds may be sprayed with nonpoisonous pyrethrum compounds. Several
plants m ay be left to grow during the cutting
season to serve as trap plants. Spray them
and a ll plants after the cutting season at
frequent intervals with a solution of 2 pounds
of calcium or lead arsenate and 50 gallons of
water. Fon SMALL QuANTITIES: 3 teaspoons arsenate of lead to 1 gallon of water. Keeping
plants thoroughly covered with a dust mixture of 1 part calcium arsenate to 19 parts
h ydra ted lime is also effective.

BEAN WEEVILS
This Insect deposits eggs on the pods at
about the time the pods a re beginning to
form . If the beans are to be stored dry, control should be started in the ga rden when the
pods are about half grown . Spray or dust
with rotenone at weekly intervals until the
beans are h a rvested . Dry beans may be protected by storing in air-slaked llme, filling
most of the space between the beans with
the lime. Healing the dry beans in the oven
at 130' F. for five to six hours or storing them
at 31' to 32' F . will also control the weevils.
Store in tight container.

CABBAGE MAGGOTS
The cabbage maggot bores into the larger
roots and lower parts of the stem. When
plants wilt badly during the heat of the day

FIG. 4. Cauliflower wilted by cabbage maggot
in June, this type of Injury Is indicated
although certain diseases cause a similar effect . The worm attacks cabbage, cauliflower,
turnips, radish es, and other related crops.
To control, dissolve one ounce of corrosive
sublimate in warm water In a wooden or
crockery container (metal conta iners must
not be used), and dilute with water to a 10gallon solution. Fon SMALLER QuANTITIES : Dissolve one 7.3 grain tablet of corrosive sublimate in 1~2 pints of water. Most druggists
carry this size tablet. Be sure the corrosive
subllmate is completely dissolved . Water each
cabbage plant with about ~2 cup of the solution, three to five days after setting, and give
two more treatments at 10-day intervals. For
radishes, water a long the row at the time
the bulb starts to form. One treatment often
serves the purpose for radishes, turnips, or
rutabagas but it is sometimes advisable to
treat them a second time in about a week .

CABBAGE WORMS
Cabbage worms eat the leaves of the plant
and often make the whole head unusable.
They also damage broccoli, cauliflower, and
other members of the cabbage family. They
may be controlled by spraying with 2 pounds
of calcium or lead arsenate to 50 gallons of
water, just as soon as the worms appear. Give
later applications if necessary. By adding \2
pint of nicotine sulfate to this solution, cabbage worms and aphids may be controlled at
the same time. Fon SMALL GARDENs: 3 teaspoons arsenate of lead, 1 1,2 teaspoons nicotine
sulfate. 1 gallon water .
Or the plants may be dusted early with calcium arsenate at the rate of 1 part to 19 parts
of gyp sum or talc. When the plants are approaching maturity, use pyrethrum or derris
compounds to avoid any possible danger of
arsenical poisoning.
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COLORADO POTATO BEETLES
The potato bug, besides being a pest on
potatoes, often attacks tomatoes and sometimes completely defoliates eggplants. Spray
with a solution of 1 ~2 pounds of lead or calcium arsenate to 50 gallons of water (1\~
tablespoons to 1 gallon) and prepared Bordeaux mixture or fixed copper materials as
recommended by the manufacturer. Nicotine
sulfate may be added to control aphids at
the rate of 1 cup to 50 gallons (1\2 teaspoons
to 1 gallon) of the solution .. Apply just before, or as soon as, the eggs hatch. The young
bugs do the greatest damage. The blister
beetle, sometimes called "old-fashioned potato
bug," is controlled by the same treatment.
Dusting with a mixture of 1 pound calcium
or lead arsenate and 19 pounds of hydrated
lime Is also effective.

FIG. 5. Potato beetle

CORN EAR WORMS
In many years in Minnesota corn ear worms
lay their eggs on the sillts of corn, and the
larvae eat their way into the ear where they
destroy the kernels. In the home garden they
can be controlled fairly effectively by treating the silks with especially prepared oils,
following the directions given by the manufacturer. If the oils are not available, silks
and husks may be cut close to the tip of the
ear about three to four days after the sillts
begin to turn brown. The cut-off portions
should be burned. This cutting procedure removes and destroys the eggs and newly
hatched worms before they get into the ear.

CUCUMBER BEETLES
The striped cucumber beetle, feeding on
the vine crops, often kills young plants and
causes serious damage to older plants. It also
spreads bacterial wilt and cucumber mosaic
diseases which may be very destructive,
particularly to cucumbers.
The cucumber beetle may be controlled by
one of the following methods:

FIG. 6. Striped cucumber beetle
1. Dusting with rotenone Is the most effective.
2. Dutox or Cryolite as a dust, either alone
or mixed with 3 parts of talc or flour (do not
use lime). is effective.
3. Dust with a mixture of 1 pound of calcium arsenate to 9 pounds of gypsum. Burned
gypsum is most satisfactory. This should be
thoroughly mixed by rubbing through a fine
screen several times, and applied as soon as
the plants appear above ground. If gypsum
(often called land plaster) is not available,
hydrated lime may be used as a substitute.
Dusting must be thorough, especially under
the leaves. The plants should be kept covered
with the mixture as long as beetles are
present. In the home garden, the young plants
are sometimes protected by screening. All
refuse should be destroyed.

CUTWORMS
Cutworms attack many vegetables early in
the spring and cut off the stems near or at
the surface of the ground. They are particularly destructive to young transplants. The
following mixture has been found to be effective in their control:
Bran ..
Paris green
Molasses
Water ........................ .

1 quart
1 teaspoonful
% teacup
Just enough to moisten

Broadcast this, thoroughly mixed but moist,
around the plants late In the evening. The
insects feed at night. When transplanting,
place a ring of the mixture around the plant,
about one inch from it. Army worms may be
controlled by the same treatment. Grasshoppers feed during the day. The same treatment Is effective In their control, but it
should be applied in the morning.
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FIG. 7. Squash bug
Another method, sometimes used with
transplants to prevent cutworm injury, is to
wrap the stems, from the roots to the first
leaves, with paper at time of transplanting.

FLEA BEETLES
Flea beetles often do considerable damage
to potatoes, tomatoes, and some other vegetable crops. Rotenone and copper dusts in
combination give the best control. Calcium
or lead arsenate may be added to the mixture to control the potato beetle at the same
time. Do not use Bordeaux mixture on tomatoes. Dutox or Cryolite dust may also be used.

GARDEN SLUGS
Garden slugs often cause some damage in
the vegetable garden. They may be controlled by the following methods.
1. Slug baits containing metaldehyde give
rather effective control when used according
to the manufacturer's directions.
2. A dust composed of 1 part calcium arsenate to 9 parts lime scattered on the ground
under the plants, or on the lower foliage,
aids control.
3. Slugs tend to collect. in dark places.
Many will collect under shingles scattered
about the garden and can be collected and
destroyed.

can be identified by the small white cocoons
which are formed by the parasites on the
outside of the worm's body. Do not kill
parasitized worms. They are past injuring the
plants. Destruction kills the parasites also.
If tomatoes and eggplants are grown on a
large scale and worms are numerous, spray
as soon as the worms appear, with a solution of one pound of calcium arsenate to 50
gallons of water, or dust with one part of
calcium arsenate to five parts hydrated lime.

LEAFHOPPERS
Leafhoppers, small insects that may be
identified by their peculiar method of jumping sideways, may attack beans, beets, celery,
dill, peas, and other crops, and are particularly harmful to potatoes.
Use a dry Bordeaux mixture as a spray or
a copper-lime dust containing 25 per cent
monohydrated copper sulfate and hydrated
lime. Dust, if applied thoroughly when there
is plenty of dew on the plants, should give
results similar to those of the spray.

HORNED TOMATO WORMS
These large green worms, which reach a
length of 3 or 4 inches when fully grown,
feed on the foliage. In the home garden, hand
picking Is recommended. Parasites tend to
hold the insects In control. Parasitized worms

FIG. 8. Leafhopper-S times natural size
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SQUASH BUGS
The squash bug, often called " stink bug"
because of its offensive odor, is destructive to
squash and pumpkins In particular a nd is difficult to control.
It is usually of no importance north of the
Twin Cities.
It is a sucking insect, and must be killed
by a contact polson. Sprays strong enough to
kill the adults injure the plants. The young
nymphs may be killed by spraying the stems
and under sides of the leaves with a solution
of one fluid ounce of 40 per cent nicotine sulfate to 3 gallons of soapy water. The mature
bugs collect under old boards and can be
killed by collecting from under such boards
early in the morning and by dropping them
ln kerosene. After the squash crop Is harvested, refuse should be burned.

THRIPS
Thrips are very small insects, difficult to
see. Their presence is indicated by whitish
blotches that show plainly on a leaf on which
they have been feeding. A plant may become
s o badly Infested that it becomes entirely
bleached, dries from the top down, and dies.
Thrips attack cabbages, beans, peas, etc., and
a re particularly destructive to onions. Their
control Is difficult, but the following methods
will aid somewhat.
1. Spray with a solution of the following :
8 level tablespoons tartar emetic, 1 pound
brown sugar, and 5 gallons water.
2. Plow in the fall , plant early, destroy
refuse, and avoid planting near weed-infested
a reas or areas in which winter onions are
growing.

FIG. 9. White grub

WHITE GRUBS
White grubs, the larvae of the June bug
or May beetle, attack the roots of many
vegetable crops. In general, they have a
three-year cycle, doing the greatest Injury
In the second year. Great Injury is expected,
for example, in 1945, 1948, etc. Poisons do not
control the pest . Cultural methods aid somewhat.
1. Plow and disk infested land before the
middle of September.
2. Use a short rotation of crops. The beetles
prefer to lay their eggs In sod lands.
3. Use clover, alfalfa, sweet clover, or soy beans in the rotations. Legumes appear to be
distasteful to the grubs.
4. II grubs are numerous at plowing time,
or were abundant the preceding year, plant
such crops as corn, potatoes, and b eets on
unlnfested land, If possible.
5. Allow chickens or hogs to run over the
fre shly plowed land . They will d estroy a
grea t many of the grubs.
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LANT disease control is largely prevention, and to be effective must be
started before the disease becomes established. Often the control measures
must be applied before the seed is
planted; sometimes even earlier.

P

ASPARAGUS
Rust-Rust is the only disease that ever
damages asparagus much in Minnesota, and,
since rust-resistant varieties have become
general, the disease has become rare. On
susceptible varieties, the typical red rust
pustules may develop abundantly on all the
above-ground parts of older plants and re~
duce the yield of sprouts the next season.
As the rust fungus overwinters on the old
stalks, careful collection and burning of old
stalks in the fall will tend to reduce the
amount of rust. During the cutting season
al! shoots should be cut to prevent their Infection by overwintering spores. The best
control, however, is to grow the more resistant varieties such as the Mary or Martha
Washington.

BEANS
Anthracnose-Anthracnose or pod spot is
a common disease of beans but is destructive
only in seasons with abundant rainfall.
Brown sunken spots with pink sticky masses
of spores may be seen on the pods. The
fungus lives from year to year in infected
seed.
To prevent anthracnose, buy new seed each
year, preferably that grown in dry regions
of Idaho, Colorado, and other western states.
Because the anthracnose fungus may survive
on the dead stalks and crop refuse, avoid
growing beans on the same soil two years in
succession. If beans are cultivated or picked
while the plants are wet, the disease will be
spread.
Bacterial Blight-Several bacterial diseases
of beans are prevalent In Minnesota every
year and often do great damage. All cause
spotting and dying of the leaves and blemishing of the pods. On affected pods, the
spots are sometimes confused with anthracnose. The spots caused by the bacterial
blights are not sunken as with anthracnose
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and they are less regular in outline. A yellow or translucent area is often present about
the water-soaked blotches caused by the bacterial diseases. The bacteria causing these
diseases are can·ied in infected seed.
The only practical control is planting disease-free seed, particularly that from arid
areas of the west. Picking and cultivation
should be avoided when the plants are wet.
Mosaic-Mosaic, a common and often destructive disease of beans in Minnesota,
causes small stunted plants with pale green,
mottled leaves and very little fruit. The
virus is spread by plant lice and is also
seed-transmitted.
Several varieties of beans now available
are immune or tolerant to common mosaic.
Some of these are also somewhat resistant to
bacterial blight. See page 30 for diseaseresistant varieties.
Rust-Rust, though often present on beans
in Minnesota, is rarely very destructive.
Brown rust pustules are found on leaves,
stems, and pods and may reduce the yield of
marketable pods. The rust fungus overwinters on the dead plants, and control depends
on the effective collection and burning of all
old plants in the fall and on crop rotation.

CABBAGE
Black rot-Black rot is one of the most
common diseases of cabbage in Minnesota.
The bacteria are carried in the seed and may
also overwinter in the soil. Plants affected
with black rot are stunted, and the leaves
turn yellow and fall off. Badly affected plants
may be killed in the seedling stage. Some
lightly affected plants may survive, but they
will rarely form marketable heads. The
heads that are produced have blackened veins
in the stump and are likely to rot in storage.
The hot water treatment (see table 4) is
the most effective for black rot control, but
may reduce germination. If it is used, a germination test should be made after treatment. Mercuric chloride treatment for 30
minutes is fairly effective. Seed from the
Puget Sound region is usually free of blackleg and need not be treated except for damping-off. Seed treatments containing copper
should not be used on cabbage. Since bacteria may survive in the seedbed soil, it is
advisable to use clean soil, or to sterilize the
seedbed soil before it is used.
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Under moist conditions black rot will
spread rapidly from plant to plant in the
seedbed, although the symptoms will not appear until the plants are set out in the
field. It is, therefore, advisable to give the
plants as much ventilation as possible in the
seedbed, so that drops of moisture will not
stand on the plants.
Yellows or Cabbage Wilt-Yellows, or
cabbage wilt, became very prevalent in Minnesota during the hot, dry summers of 1935,
1936, and 1937. The disease, often confused
with black rot, is caused by a fungus that
lives from year to year in the soil. It usually
is not transmitted in the seed. Plants affected with yellows are stunted, the leaves
turn yellow and drop off, and the plants often
die before a head is formed. Sometimes
small and poorly developed heads are formed.
The only control is to grow the yellowsresistant varieties. A half dozen or more
varieties including early, midseason, and late
types are available from most seed dealers
and are usually designated in catalogs as
yellows-resistant. (See also the · section on
disease-resistant varieties.) These varieties
will give a good crop on infected soil where
the old varieties will be a complete failure.
Where yellows has once appeared, only the
resistant varieties should be grown.
Blackleg-Blackleg is caused by a seedborne fungus that may also overwinter in
the seedbed. It is quite common in the cool,
lake regions of northeastern Minnesota. The
fungus attacks the roots and the lower parts
of the stem, causing a dry rot, and may also
cattse spotting of the leaves. Seed treatment
and the use of clean soil in the seedbeds as
recommended for the control of cabbage
black rot are advised. Destroy old cabbage
refuse on nearby fields to avoid infection
from old leaves blown over new plantings.
Ample ventilation of the beds is also recommended.
Clubroot-Clubroot, rapidly becoming established in Minnesota, is caused by a fungus
that lives from year to year in the soil, and
is often found in low, poorly drained places.
It causes large swellings on the roots, resulting in stunted growth and small, worthless heads. Affected roots are often decayed
by a bacterial rot in midseason, killing the
plant. It is spread by cultivating tools or
on the feet of animals and may be introduced
into new localities by planting infected seedlings.
For this reason, it is recommended that,
if possible, a grower should produce his own
plants from seed. Infected seedlings cannot
always be detected. If any root swellings
indicating clubroot are found in a lot of
seedlings, it would be best to discard the
whole lot.

Where clubroot has become established,
losses may be reduced by applying hydrated
lime to the infected soil at the rate of 25
pounds per square rod, and by rotating crops
so as to avoid growing cabbage or other
cruciferous crops on the affected soil for
several yeat·s.

CELERY
Late Blight-Late blight is the most common and destructive disease of celery in Minnesota. The fungus is often carried in and
on the seed and also commonly survives in
the remains of celery plants in the field and
seedbed.
The disease is favored by rainy or humid
weather but may be destructive in dry
weather if water is applied frequently. It
can be controlled effectively by spraying or
dusting with a copper fungicide. (See the
section on sprays and dusts.) Two or three
applications must be made in the seedbed
while the plants are very small, followed by
four or five after transplanting.
Yellows--Yellows is a fungus disease. It
stunts the plants and causes them to turn
yellow early in the season. Often the crown
will be rotted inside with a brick-red decay.
The fungus lives in the soil, and once the
soil is infested it is always "celery sick."
The use of resistant varieties is the only
way to produce satisfactory crops on "celery
sick" soil. (See list of resistant varieties.)
Growers who do not have yellows in their
fields should never buy plants as this is the
principal way that the disease is spread from
field to field. Such growers, by raising their
own plants, will prevent or delay the appearance of the disease and enable them to
continue raising varieties that are not resistant.

CUCURBITS (CUCUMBERS.
MUSKMELONS. SQUASH.
ETC.)
Mosaic-Mosaic of cucurbits, the most destructive disease of cucumbers, also occurs
on other cucurblts and affects many weeds.
The virus is rarely seed-transmitted, but
commonly survives the winter in the roots
of infected perennial weeds such as milkweed and wild cucumber. In the spring insects spread it from the new growth on weeds
to the young cucurbits. It stunts the plants,
and gives the leaves a mottled appearance,
with light and dark green areas, especially
noticeable at the tips of the new growth.
Older leaves may turn brown and dry up.
The fruits are often small and distorted.
The disease is difficult to control. Where
cucurbits are grown intensively, the peren-
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nial weeds become Infected and the disease
Is very prevalent. Cucurb!ts grown In Isolated places are seldom affected. The eradication of all perennial weeds such as milkweed and nightshade, as well as the annual
wild cucumber In the vicinity of cucumber
fields, is said to give good results. Shamrock,
a recently Introduced variety of slicing
cucumber, is said to be resistant to mosaic.
It is satisfactory for home gardens, but Is
not favored by commercial pickle companies.
Bacterial Wilt-Bacterial wilt, common on
cucurbits In Minnesota, causes a slow wilting
of the plants. The bacteria live In the waterconducting vessels of the stem and cut off Its
water supply. They enter the plant through
the feeding wounds made by cucumber
beetles. The beetles constitute the only
known means of spreading the disease. The
bacteria also survive the winter in the bodies
of the overwintering Insects. Therefore, the
only control of the disease lies In the control
of the cucumber beetle. See page 23.
Anthracnose--Anthracnose is common on
melons in wet years or when overhead irrigation is used excessively. The fungus forms
small spots on the leaf veins and larger,
brown sunken spots with pink centers on the
fruit.
Where the disease Is present, it is advisable to avoid overhead Irrigation and to
spray the plants at frequent intervals with
one of the "fixed copper" sprays or dusts
(tribasic copper sulfate or copper oxide) plus
an insecticide for insect control. Bordeaux
mixture Is likely to injure most cucurbits,
but may be used In the latter part of the
season on watermelons. As the fungus spores
are often carried on the seed, seed should
be disinfected with a mercuric chloride solution. See table 4 for directions. Crop rotation
will also help to reduce the disease. If the
same field is planted to melons two years in
succession, or if melon fields in successive
years are near by, all old trash should be
removed and burned in the fall or early
spring.
Muskmelon Wilt-Muskmelon wilt is a
destructive fungus disease, known only in a
few areas. It was first observed In 1931 In
Hennepin County, where a loss as high as
90 per cent was caused in several large fields.
Observations since 1931 show that it is slowly
spreading.
The fungus lives Indefinitely in the soil
and may kill muskmelon plants at any stage
of growth. Affected plants wilt and die
within a few days, and often have long
brown streaks along the stem In the early
stages. The disease affects muskmelons. only.
It may be introduced Into new fields by
infected dirt adhering to tools or the feet of
animals, or it may be introduced on seed

from Infected fruits. Seed should be treated
as recommended for anthracnose. Wilt-resistant varieties have been developed and are
being tested for quality. One of these resistant varieties, named the "Golden Gopher,"
has been introduced recently by the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station.
Watermelon wilt has been increasingly
common in Minnesota in the past few years.
Although this disease and the muskmelon wilt
are caused by similar fungi, either disease
may be present In the soil without the other,
or both diseases may be present. Watermelon wilt can be controlled only by the use
of resistant varieties of which there are a
number available. (See list on page 30.).

PEAS
Root Rot-Root rot Is the most common
disease of garden peas. It is caused by several different fungi that live in the soil. The
fungi attack the roots most readily when the
soil is excessively wet. Continued growth of
peas on the same soil favors root-rot development. Rotation of crops and the planting of
peas in the better-drained soils will help control these diseases, while seed treatment with
Semesan or Spergon seems to 'be beneficial
in some cases.
Wilt-Wilt of peas, common in .Minnesota,
resembles root rot in some respects, ·but is
caused by different fungi. Infected plants
die prematurely. Some varieties of peas are
more resistant to wilt than others, and where
wilt is present In the soil much loss may be
prevented by growing the more resistant
varieties.

POTATOES
Many potato diseases such as mosaic.
spindle 1uber, and ring ro1 are carried In
the seed. Hence it Is highly important to
plant certified seed, which comes from stateInspected fields and is practically free from
such diseases. Scab and Rhlzoc1onia are
caused by soil fungi, and there Is no one
effective method to prevent them. High lime
soils or soils containing ashes, and heavy applications of barnyard manure, favor scab,
and therefore should be avoided if possible.
Seed treatment is not practical for garden
plots.
La1e blight and early blight are best prevented by the use of a copper spray or dust,
which may be purchased In combination with
an insecticide. (See discussion of sprays.)
Start when the plants are 6 to 8 Inches high
and apply the fungicide once a week or 10
days. If the vines do become blighted, the
potatoes should not be dug for storage until
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at least a week after the vines are completely
dead. The potatoes should be watched carefully in storage, and the rotted ones discarded.

SWEET CORN
Seedling Blight-Seedling blight of sweet
corn is caused by several different fungi that
commonly live in the soH, but may also be
carried in infected seed. These fungi ordinarily injure the seedling only when it is
growing in soil that is too wet and cold.
Experiments have shown ·that dusting the
seed with an organic mercury dust, such as
Semesan Jr., will protect the seed during
the critical period and greatly increase the
stands in unfavorable weather. The cost of
the treatment is small, and all sweet-corn
seed should be dusted before planting.
Smut-Smut, a very destructive disease
of sweet corn, is difficult to control. In gardens where corn Is grown year after year
on approximately the same ground, the disease may be reduced by burning all old
stalks and refuse. This should be done as
soon as possible after the crop is harvested
before the smut has been shaken from the
stalks. Barnyard manure from farms where
corn is fed Is likely to contain a lot of smut,
and it is desirable to avoid the use of such
manure.
A new variety produced by the Minnesota
Agricultural Experiment Station, known as
Minhybr!d 202, is more resistant than older,
open-pollinated varieties.
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1/16 to 1,1. inch in diameter with grey centers,
appear first on the lower leaves. The affected
leaves turn yellow, dry, and fall off. Spotting and falling of the leaves progresses from
the bottom of the plant upwards, practically
defoliating the plants in wet seasons. Fruits
on such plants may turn red after the leaves
are gone, but will be of poor quality.
If the plants are started from seed, spraying with a weak suspension of one of the
"fixed coppers" about once a week in the
seedbed will help prevent leaf spot and control damping-off. Do not use Bordeaux mixture and do not spray a week before or a
week after transplanting. In the field, spray
or dust at intervals of a wee!{ or 10 days
until the crop is nearly mature. (See discussion of sprays.) Rotation and destruction of
old tomato vines and refuse will also help to
reduce the disease early in the season.
Mosaic-Mosaic, common on tomatoes,
causes a mottled and light green color of
the leaves and often stunts the plants and
reduces the yield. It may be spread by
sucking insects and also by man while cultivating or pruning the plants. It may affect
many other plants, including wild perennial
weeds. It is thought to overwinter in the
roots of such plants. Eradication of all perennial weeds in the vicinity of tomato fields
and seedl:ieds is recommended. The early
recognition of the disease and the removal
of affected plants will often prevent its
spread.

DISEASE-RESISTANT VARIETIES
TOMATOES
Blossom-end Rot-Blossom-end rot is one
of the most common diseases of tomatoes in
Minnesota. The fruit decays at the blossom
end or point. The disease is caused by excessive transpiration or loss of water following abrupt changes from moist to dry
weather. It is worse in light soils of poor
water-holding capacity, or In clay soils that
tend to bake, and is induced by excessive
fertilization with nitrogen. In dry seasons
the periodic applications of water, permitting
wide fluctuations in the water supply, greatly
increase blossom-end rot. Good cultivation
and the maintenance of a uniform soil moisture are the only practical control measures.
It has been reported that spraying with
Bordeaux mixture increases blossom-end rot,
and this is one of the reasons for avoiding
this type of copper spray.
Leaf Spot-Leaf spot, also known as Septaria leaf spot and "blight," is destructive in
Minnesota during wet seasons. The spots,

Many varieties of vegetables which
are resistant to specific diseases are
now on the market. When a variety is
labeled "disease-resistant" in a seed
catalog it generally means that the
variety is resistant to one disease but
susceptible to others. Some seed companies state definitely to what diseases
a given variety is resistant, while others
may be vague.
The degree of disease resistance is
variable in most cases; some varieties
may contract a disease but still produce
a fair crop. These are usually called
"disease-tolerant." In others a few individual plants may become affected
with the disease to which the variety is
supposedly resistant, while still other
varieties break down entirely after a
few years, or under unusual soil or
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climatic
conditions.
Consequently,
although the use of resistant varieties
is probably the best and, in some cases,
the only method of disease control, perfect results are not always assured by
the phrase "disease-resistant."
Here is a list of the common diseaseresistant varieties of vegetables:
ASPARAGUS-Resistant to rust-Mary and
Martha Washington.
BEANS (Dry)-Immune to common mosaic-Michigan Robust, Idaho Great Northern,
Michelite.
BEANS

(Late garden and canning)-Im-

mune to common mosaic and highly resistant
to bacterial blight-Idaho Refugee, Sensation

Refugee 1066, Sensation Refugee 1071, U. S.
No. 5 Refugee, Wisconsin Refugee.
BEANS (Midseason garden and canning)Tolerant to common mosaic and bacterial
blight-Giant Stringless, Tendergreen, As-

grow Stringless, Improved
Round Pod Kidney Wax.

Kidney

Wax,

CABBAGE-Resistant to cabbage yellowsJersey Queen (55 days), Resistant Detroit
(55 days), Racine Market (60 days), Marion
Market (70 days), Globe (75 days), Wisconsin
Ballhead (85 days), Red Hollander (100 days),
Wisconsin All Seasons (90 days), Wisconsin
Hollander (100 days), Bugner (110 days).
Many other varieties are available.
CELERY-Resistant

to

celery

yellows-

Michigan Golden (self-blanching) ; Paragon,
Earligreen, Sweetheart (green). Most green
varieties are resistant, although there are
some susceptible ones.
PEAS-Resistant to fusarium wilt-Dwarf
Alderman, Teton, Asgrow 40, Telephone (for
home and market garden and freezing). Resistant strains of many varieties, including
a large number for canning, can be obtained.

POTATO-Resistant to common scab-Burbank Russet, Russet Rural (late varieties).
Resistant to late blight-Sebago (late variety).
MUSKMELON-Resistant
wilt-Golden Gopher.

to

fusarium

SPINACH-Resistant to blight or mosaicOld Dominion, Virginia Savoy.
WATERMELON-Resistant
to
wi!t-Kleckley No. 6, Leesburg,
Stone Mountain No. 5.

fusarium

Improved

HEAD LETTUCE-The variety Cos escapes
lettuce drop because of its erect habit of
growth.

DAMPING-OFF
Damping-off is a disease of seedlings
of vegetables and flowers. The seedlings rot and turn moist at the soil surface, then topple over and die. Sometimes the seedlings are killed before
they emerge from the soil. When this
occurs the average gardener blames the
seed, although such seed may germinate
well.
Damping-off is caused by fungi in
the soil and on the seed. The disease
is worse under warm, humid conditions and when the seedlings are
crowded and the light and ventilation
are poor.
The following procedures will help
reduce damping-off:
For growing seedlings, if possible use
soil that has not grown vegetables or
flowers for some time.
Soil consisting of about half sand is
less conducive to damping-off than soil
high in organic matter.
Small amounts of soil can be partially sterilized in the cook-stove oven.
Place the soil in pans about 2 inches
deep and put a small potato in the
soil. Bake until the potato is thoroughly cooked and the soil will be free
of most fungi.
Treat the seed according to the directions given under Seed Treatment.
Do not plant the seed too thick. The
farther apart the seedlings are the
faster they dry off.
Keep the flats or pots in a welllighted, well-ventilated place.
Do not water too heavily nor too
often.
Red copper oxide can be used as a
spray on seedlings of plants not sensitive to copper. Directions are given on
the container.
For seed planted directly in the· garden, seed treatment, good drainage, and
avoidance of overwatering are the best
control measures. The copper oxide
spray helps some seedlings but must
be used with caution.
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SEED TREATMENT
Treatment of garden seeds with
chemicals or hot water helps control
certain diseases, mostly damping-off.
Not all seeds are sufficiently benefited
to justify the trouble. The crops that
generally are helped by seed treatment
are shown in table 4.
The hot water treatment usually reduces germination and unless great
care is used, much of the seed may be
killed. An accurate thermometer should
be used and the water kept at exactly
122• F. during the treatment. The seed
is placed in a loose cheesecloth bag, not
over half full so the seed can move
freely, and dipped in water at 110° F.
for a few minutes to warm the seed.
The bag containing the seed is then
placed in the water at 122° F. for exactly 25 minutes, and then plunged into
cold water. The seed is then dried in
a warm, dry location protected from
sun. An electric fan is helpful in drying. To test the effect of the treatment, a small lot of seed can be treated
first and a germination test run to determine the extent of injury. Seed lots
vary a great deal in their resistance to
the hot water treatment.
The rate of application of the dusts
in table 4 is given in level teaspoons
per pound of seed. This is more seed
than most gardeners will use, but it is
difficult to find a common unit of
measure for the dusts small enough to
use on the ordinary small packets of
seed. The best thing to do in such
cases is to put a quantity of dust about
the size of a match head in the packet
of seed and shake it vigorously. If the
seed is then shaken in a fine screen or
rolled around on a piece of rough paper
to remove excess dust, it is probable
that there will be no seed injury. The
dust should appear as a fine, uniform
coating on the treated seed.
Seed treated with the mercuric
chloride soak should not be kept in the
solution longer than recommended. The
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seeds should be washed thoroughly in
clean water immediately after treating
and spread out to dry before planting.
Mercuric chloride (corrosive sublimate)
is a deadly poison and is usually sold
as blue tablets. These vary in size.
Ask your druggist how many to add
to a pint of water to make a 1-1000
solution.

SPRAYS AND DUSTS
Of the vegetable crops grown by the
average gardener, the only ones that
require sprays or dusts for disease
control are tomatoes, potatoes, vine
crops (cucurbits), and celery. Occasionally carrots need a fungicide to prevent
leaf spot. Directions for spraying or
dusting to control specific diseases are
given with the discussion of these diseases, and the following information is
of a general nature only.
All of the vegetables mentioned above
require copper fungicides; sulfur is
generally ineffective in controlling the
diseases concerned.
There are now a number of copper
sprays and dusts available. Of these
Bordeaux mixture and copper-lime
dust are the oldest and perhaps the
most effective. For the average gardener they have two disadvantages:
they are more trouble to use than the
newer fungicides, and they contain
lime, which is injurious to most vine
crops and, under some conditions, to
tomatoes.
The so-called "fixed coppers" are the
easiest to use and the least likely to
injure the crops. There are several
types of these consisting principally of
tribasic copper sulfate, red or yellow
copper oxide, and several other copper
compounds. These come in concentrated form to use as sprays, or diluted
with inert materials to use as dusts.
Most dealers will have one or more of
these materials. Many of the dusts
come mixed with insecticides.
The small gardener will find it most
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Table 4. Seed Treatments Recommended for the Control of Diseases of Garden Vegetables
Seed

.Recommended materials and procedure

Lima bean

Spergon or Arasan •-~!. tsp. to 1 lb. of seed

Diseases
controlled
Damping-off

Beet

Cuprocide 1 tsp. to 1 lb. of seed or Arasan

Cabbage and
cauliflower

Hot water, 122" F. for 25 min.t or mercuric chloride, 1 Black rot and
blackleg
tablet per pint of water (a 1-1000 solution). Soak seed
30 min., wash thoroughly and dry
Damping-off
Fo!Zow with Semesan-~f, tsp. per lb. of seed

Corn

Semesan Jr.-%. tsp. per lb. or 1% oz. per bushel

Seedling blight

Lettuce

Red coppe:.; oxide-1% tsp. per lb.

Damping-off

Muskmelon and
watermelon

Mercuric chloride, 1 tablet per pint of water (1-1000). Anthracnose
· Soak seed 5 min., wash thoroughly and dry.

2~!.

tsp. to 1 lb

Damping-off

I

Fo!Zow with red copper oxide-1/5 tsp. per lb. of seed

Peas

Damping-off

Semesan-% tsp. per lb. or 2;!, oz. per bu. or

Damping-off

Spergon-% tsp. per lb. or 2 oz. per bu.

Damping-off

Spinach

Red copper oxide-1% tsp. per lb. or Zinc oxide-4 tsp. Damping-off
per lb.

Tomato

New Improved Ceresan-% tsp. to 3 pints of water. Soak Seed-borne
10 minutes. Dry thoroughly.
diseases

• Spergon and Arasan are new treatments. If not available locally, .write University Farm,
St. Paul 8, Minnesota, for names of dealers.
t See discussion of seed treatment for further directions on the hot water treatment.

convenient to use dusts, although they
are generally less effective than sprays.
Small hand dusters and sprayers are inexpensive, but may be difficult to obtain now. If none are available, dust
can be applied from a strong, finemeshed bag. A flour sack after a couple
of washings or an old potato sack is
good. The dust is put into the sack
and shaken over the plants or held beside the plants and struck with a stick.
This is slow and wasteful of dust, but

will work in small gardens.
Dusts and spraying should be applied
when the air is still. Dusts stick best
to wet plants so early morning is the
ideal time.
Remember that dusts and- sprays
are preventive measures and should be
put on before a disease appears. Following directions closely for each disease and careful coverage of all susceptible plant surfaces are most essential in successful disease control.
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